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Editor’s Note
Hi Friends! It has been another fruitful month for
Fair Life Africa Foundation. We continue to be
blessed with support from friends and well
wishers, who also want to do their bit to make this
world a better place. Our practical rescue from
Kuramo Beach continues, with encouraging
outcomes. The Street Child Agenda premiered
th
on Radio Continental 102.3 on the 11 , and is
proving to be a worthwhile venture. We are also
pleased to be taking part in the upcoming
GlobalGiving UK Gateway Challenge to raise
funds for our CCC Respite Project. This is a
great privilege and opportunity considering our
short existence as an organization. With your
support, we know we can win!

The Smiths live in a ‘face me I face you’ style
room in Lagos

Meet 14 year old Tom Smith*

GlobalGiving Open Challenge

During one of our visits to Kuramo Beach this
month, we saw Tom Smith (name changed for
anonymity), a 14 year old boy who attended our
Breakfast and Talk meetings. Tom told us that he
planned to return home to his grandmother, and
pleaded our assistance. We decided to help him.
We had previously spoken to him, and learned his
story. Tom’s story is not uncommon, but his
sincerity is. Tom told us plainly how he had been
disobedient, stubborn and how he often lied and
stole money from his grandmother and would run
away from home often. He said that he’d had
enough of Kuramo Beach and wanted to go back
home and return to school.

To all our friends and supporters across the seas,
who have wondered how they can support this
vision, an answer is provided in GlobalGiving!
You will be happy to know, just as we were, that
Fair Life Africa Foundation is taking part in a
Gateway Challenge on the GlobalGiving UK site
(www.globalgiving.co.uk) to win our permanent
spot on the website. This will enable us to
continue to raise donations internationally
towards our CCC Initiative and other initiatives
as we grow.

His grandmother, who has been his guardian from
the age of one, was initially not enthused about
having him back. She lamented about the things
she’d suffered trying to take care of him, and how
he refused to stay in school or learn a trade. He
had been born to her son and his mother, while
they were both in secondary school, and neither
parent supported the grandmother, who also had
young children to look after at the time he was
born. However, long story short, Tom is back
living with Mr and Mrs Smith, and they are happy
to have him back. Fair Life Africa visits often to
counsel both child and guardians, and supported
Tom to enroll in a public secondary school nearby.
The family continues to receive our support and
intervention as they move forward, and Fair Life
Africa donated provisions towards Mrs Smith’s
business; the preparation and sale of food.

In order to pass the challenge, Fair Life Africa
needs to raise £2000 in one month from at least
st
50 individuals, starting from Nov 21 until Dec
st
21 . If we are able to raise £2500, we
automatically get a spot on the US website as
well. Also, the winning organization receives a
bonus towards the amount they were able to
raise. Now that is an incentive to win! You can
help us by telling your friends and family about
Fair Life Africa and this great opportunity, and
encouraging them to visit the site and make
donations toward our project. Please donate
what you can too.
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Amazing New Partnerships

Fair Life Africa visited Tom* and his family,
and donated clothing and provisions for the
family business. Picture with Peace Udo

We must praise our Friend With Initiative (FWI), Mr
Chukie Gboneme, for the connection that has led to
three partnerships for Fair Life Africa! Through his
recommendation, we learned about Miss Rachael
Taiwo-Akingbade of Lavish Lingerie Couture, who
also runs Fashion Lounge. Through Fashion
Lounge, we met Miss Benedicta Awere, founder of
Didi Rose Nigeria. And through Miss Benedicta, we
have been introduced to our new probono IT-Trainer,
who is offering to train our boys for free through our
quarterly 12-week CCC Respite Programme. He is
indeed her brother, Mr Desmond Awere. Miss
Benedicta, herself, is offering free craft and design
classes for the boys, as she specializes in making all
sorts of things with her hands, and is famous for her
jewelry. And to crown it all, Miss Rachael has also
decided to sponsor Fair Life Africa through the sale of
Fair Life Africa fashionable T-Shirts! Could you be a
FWI too? Let us into your circle…

The White Bungalow

Fair Life Africa offers a transit home for street
OUR OBJECTIVES
To enrich the lives of the most impoverished in society;
To support and empower the most vulnerable members
of society, enabling them to live a fair life; To effect
positive changes in their lives through social initiatives
and programs

Isn’t it just absolutely fantastic to move into a new
place? We know, because even on this very last
Friday of October, we began the move into Fair Life
Africa’s Head Office, Centre and Respite Home.
That is the white bungalow at the top of Gbara Close,
near Lekki Beach. A creation of love, the building is
a child-friendly facility, kitted with a reading room,
recreation room, a multi-purpose open room, kitchen,
first-aid room, matron’s studio apartment, TV room,
and two well sized ensuite bedrooms for the boys on
transit. The structure also holds four offices, a small
central courtyard and a sizeable compound.
However, there is still more work to be done. At the
back of the bungalow is a sand-filled area, where we
plan to construct an auxiliary building to increase the
accommodation capacity to 25 boys. This building,
designed by Mr Fomare Majoroh of Majoroh
Partnership, will also house a laundry room and
storage room. Heroes Furniture Ltd has generously
donated items of furniture for the office and home to
reduce our furnishing budget. Strength Security
Ltd has also provided two security men in the interim,
as we raise funds.

www.fairlifeafrica.org
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To whom honour is due…
Supporters this month, whose contribution Fair
Life Africa wishes to recognize, are:
Corporate Support
• Standard Alliance Group
• Heroes Furniture Limited
• Radio Continental 102.3fm
• GlobalGiving UK
• Strength Security Limited
• Interacti Logic Solutions Ltd
• IndexPlus Marketing Solutions Ltd
• Didi Rose Nigeria
• Lavish Lingerie Couture
Professional Support
• Directorate of Citizen’s Rights
• Street Child Care and Welfare Initiative
• Mr Taiwo Akinlami
• Mr Seth Reynolds
• Mr Lukmon Oluwatoyin Kotun
• Mr Desmond Awere
• Deacon Osaro Eguasa
• Mr Olanrewaju Fajimi
• Mr Ifeanyi David Edge
• Mr Rume Kragha
• Mr Fomare Majoroh

Ufuoma Emerhor with Mr Richie Dayo
Johnson and friends at Continental
Broadcasting Services

Financial Sponsors
• Mr Emmanuel Haruna
• Miss Uzo Onumonu
• Miss Chioma Oparadike
Volunteers
• Miss Grace Chinonye Okorocha
• Miss Peace Ejen Udo
• Mr Godwin Sunday George
• Mr Ayo Zaccheaus Akintimehin
• Miss Chioma Oparadike
Friends With Initiative (FWI)
• Mr Chukie Gboneme
• Mr Kabir Aregbesola
• Mr John Onuoha

Ufuoma Emerhor and Mr Lukmon Kotun at
the Oregun Correctional Centre

WANT TO HELP?
EMAIL: CCCINITIATIVE@GMAIL.COM
OR CALL US ON 08058711125
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The Street Child Agenda
th

The Street Child Agenda hit the airways on the 11 of October, commencing our campaign to
eradicate the street child phenomenon in Nigeria. It has been 20 years since the Convention for
the Rights of the Child 1989 was signed and ratified by Nigeria, eight years since the Child’s
Rights Act 2003 was enacted in the country, and four years since it became law in Lagos. It is
about time we see some changes. What we have is law without enforcement – corruption.
Children hawking on the streets, begging or trading, and not going to school, when our law clearly
says it is their right, and the responsibility of government and their families to see that they do. It
may sound like old news to some, but every Tuesday at 11am on Radio Continental 102.3fm, we
make it today’s news! Tune in as we speak with professionals, share your thoughts on the
issues, and help us get the word out about this scandalous peril of every nation.

No Slumdog Here…
Fair Life Africa continues to visit the Lagos State Ministry of Youth, Sports and Social
Development’s (MYSSD) Correctional Centre for Boys in Oregun. We supported 17 year old
Chris* (name changed for anonymity), whom we took from Kuramo to Oregun, to locate his family
for reconciliation. The visit was successful, and the centre is in talks with his parents for the boy
to attend a private boarding school. We also attended during the month to inspire and encourage
the resident children. This time, Fair Life Africa gave them a cinematic experience. The 170 boys
at the centre watched Slumdog Millionaire on DVD, with treats and drinks. We later engaged
them in discussion about the lessons they gained from the movie. Even though there was a
language barrier for all of them, they followed the video well, and one of their peers gave a candid
summary of the movie. One of the lessons they shared, which we applauded, was that they
shouldn’t follow just anyone who dangles food in their face as a temptation, because they might
get into the wrong hands like Jamal and his brother did. We shared the lesson that they should
never give up hope, and should always tell themselves that “nothing is impossible for me”.

What Next?
Fair Life Africa Foundation is setting up an easy way for our friends and supporters to donate
towards our work. Through Webpay, donors can give directly through our website at
www.fairlifeafrica.org in a secure environment provided by InterSwitch Nigeria Ltd. If you like
our vision, why not join us on Facebook (www.facebook.com/fairlifeafrica)? We are also
building our team of dedicated staff and volunteers, so please send in your CVs and introductory
letters to fairlifeafrica@gmail.com. As always, we are committed to being an open and
accountable organization for the people, and look forward to updating you on our progress over
the upcoming months. Have a blessed month ahead!

Next issue out 25th November 2011
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